Learning Korean through Korean Movies 2

- Date: 20 March 2019 (Wed)
- Time: 4pm to 6:30pm
- Location: The Cinema, MMC, School of Modern Languages
- Anyone can join! But, if you are not currently taking ‘Beginners Korean’, please mail to uobkoreanclass@gmail.com in advance.

Movie to view: The Host 괴물 (2006)
Learning Korean through Korean Movies 2

- **Date:** 20 March 2019 (Wed)
- **Time:** 4pm to 6:30pm (Movie watching and a short talk)
- **Location:** The Cinema, MMC, School of Modern Languages (Meeting at the common room WR17 at 4pm)
- **Anyone can join! But, if you are not currently taking ‘Beginners Korean’, please mail to [uobkoreanclass@gmail.com](mailto:uobkoreanclass@gmail.com) in advance. Thanks!

**Movie to view:** *The Host 괴물 (2006)*

119 mins Directed by Bong Joon Ho (English Sub)
https://www.rottentomatoes.com/m/the_host_2007/